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Summary: During the pilot testing
implementation phase, case studies were
prepared to showcase the successes and
challenges of the DIMA toolkit and modules.

Brief summary of what the case study covers.
Since my work covers various types of analyses in
different fields of research (educational system in
general and particularly adult education system,
statistical data analyses) and collaboration in
strategic development and policy making
processes, I have used the DIMA toolkit as an
instrument for evaluation of my work:
in what sense and to what extent does it fit
to my approach towards strategic thinking;
are there levels and subjects or stakeholders
enclosed in the toolkit I might overlooked or
skipped;
did I always bear in mind all elements
necessary when designing all phases of
implementation process?
I have found out that there are some phases
enclosed in the toolkit that I have not consider in
my strategic thinking so far. In this respect I have
found it very useful.
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Successes and lessons learnt:
- Key benefits associated with DIMA products?

- What worked best?

- Is this practice transferable?

What change was the DIMA project intended to
make or problem was it designed to solve?

Further information:
Resources used from the DIMA toolkit and elearning modules:
Which parts/pages were used effectively?
Use a quote that highlights the case study
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DIMA is very useful because it systematically
describes all the major steps in designing,
developing, monitoring, and developing
strategies. Depending on the content of my work,
knowledge of these features will contribute to a
better quality of work. Since I am mainly engaged
in analytical work, the most useful part for me to
monitor and evaluate adult education policy
(Module 7) and to develop strategies (Module 5).
Practical examples are very useful in teaching
materials.
Learning materials are useful for everyone
involved in adult education policy and all others
involved in education. The DIMA tool for
developing, implementing and monitoring adult
learning strategies is a kind of a handbook that is
useful not only for the national level, but also at
the local level and with organizational
adjustments.
Although the material is intended to formulate
policies in the field of adult education, it could be
used in other areas with adaptations. Therefore,
it should be promoted through various ministries
or institutions involved in the preparation of
strategies. It is also possible to organize various
workshops on this topic with practical examples.
Practical exercises for individual modules in the
online classroom are very useful, there could be
even more.
The DIMA project helps me solve dilemmas
regarding the procedures for developing,
implementing and monitoring adult learning
strategies.
The use of individual parts of the DIMA Toolkit
and e-modules depends on the content of an
individual's work. For me, DIMA Toolkit's most
useful parts were: p. 11-15, 24-39 and in emodules 5 and 6.
Issues to consider while determining SMART
Objectives:
Build on information gathered from
Situation Analysis;
Focus on the strategy goals;
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- Be aware of policy objectives in the Adult
Education Sector;
- Consult stakeholders regarding relative priority
of SMART Objectives;
- State SMART Objectives according to SMART
principles
I decided to cooperate for several reasons. The
Short description as to why they got involved as
theme (policy strategy in the field of adult
a pilot user DIMA project (motivation) :
education) is very interesting. It seemed to me
that the extra knowledge I would have gained
was useful for my work. I decided to participate in
the pilot project because I could give feedback
and get acquainted with the project even before
its conclusion. It is always good that before the
completion of the project, people who did not
participate in the project look at the content.
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